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Explore

YOUR DRAWERS!

EVERYDAY CREATIVE WRITING

TAKEN FROM MICHAEL C. SMITH AND SUZANNE GREENBERG
Quilting
Even those of us who claim not to be materialistic can’t
help but form attachments to certain clothes. Like
fragments from old songs, clothes can evoke both
cherished and painful memories. A worn-thin dress may
hang in the back of a closet even though it hasn’t been
worn in years because the faint scent of pine that lingers
on it is all that remains of someone’s sixteenth summer. An
impractical white scarf might be pulled out of a donation
bag at the last minute because of the promise it once held
for its owner. And a ripped T-shirt might be rescued from
the dust rag bin long after the name of the band once
emblazoned across it has faded into oblivion.

Our students were asked to explore their own
closets and drawers to look for inspiration! The
following poems emerged...

What I Used To Be
When I look at the array of vibrant colors,
the intricate patterns and the simple tones,
I see what used to be.
I see the sweater I wore when I spent Sunday mornings in
the church pews,
the memories of waking up early,
the time spent yearning for the bagel brunch with family.
The nicer shirts set away for special occasions,
the uncomfortable feeling they gave me,
waiting for the time when I could rid myself of the itchy
collars and tags.
The old jeans that looked so nice before no longer have the
same feeling,
they gave me confidence, but now I’m encompassed by
anger.
resentment fills that space because all I see is what I used
to be.
When I look into my closet, I see how I used to be.
I see how good I felt in my own skin,
the void that has encompassed that feeling now eats me
alive.
It’s hard to envision the memories without the ugly parts
getting in the way.
without the knowladge that I don’t feel how I used to.
I can’t say I’ve felt like that ever since.
I admire my new style, my new sense of confidence,
but it'll never be the same as it once was,
when I had the world at my fingertips.
When I had no worries.
no feelings of anxiety when I pass people I know,
When I had no idea that people were judging me.
Now I am aware.
I can hear the comments as if they were my own,
and on most days, they are.
By Casey Bush

BY: RELIC LITTLE
My hair was harvested like cotton
Sown into the fibers of the mind
The thing that binds me to my culture
I long to be closer to it
To learn the arts of braiding
beading.
To crochet the locks that my auntie has gifted to
me.
We are not blood
Yet i am built in her image
In her likeness
And not in my mother's
They are friends not sisters
But in culture we are family
But in my bloodline
The blood never binded us in the first place
No beads grace my birth
The experience in growth did
Or for a Coming of age
But i will never be seen as her legacy
We crimped and permed
The ones that are, are anointed
Beaded the heavy extension
The same beading craft i wish to learn
Tied against my truth.
Hand made and held close
I had to break free
By the mother to her kin
My locks tell story
Not a daughter was missed
The rebirth of exploration
Snip off the ends of split desires
Broken trust
Lack of patience
Lack of acceptance
I may not have beads
But hair holds me to my heritage
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A bright red stain
Trickling down the side of my dresser
An abhorrent crime
That follows me everywhere
Washed countless times
Yet the red never comes out
For the millionth time it finds its way back to me
Holding it in my hands
Reminding me of the joy it once sparked
The happiness it once brought
The pain that it now causes
The goals that I set
The goals that seem to stretch further and further away
The goals that crush and ruin me
Despite wearing it, I’ve never felt less naked
As the coldness once again presses against my skin
I can’t help but feel the same way inside
As if my own skin stretches to fit me
The same way it does
I feel the fabric rub against me
Reminding me of what lies underneath
That I try so hard to forget
That I try so hard to ignore
That I try so hard to change

Yet I do nothing
The thought of actually fixing anything
Is more daunting than the problem itself
The thought that the problem does not exist at all
Turning my life into something that feels like death
The problem restricting me
The problem that manifests itself around me
The problem that starts with myself
I want so badly to rip it off
Tear it off my body and reveal what remains
Throw it away for good
Yet it keeps landing back on my dresser
Staining my life
With its bright red blaze

TUCKED AWAY
The black jersey rests
In my bottom drawer.
Dusty and alone.
I’m unable to bear
Looking at it
So, its remained there for many years.
The memories tucked away,
In that bottom drawer.
Sitting around a roaring campfire.
A gleam in his eyes,
And a cigarette in between his lips.
Getting upset with my mother
And having the comfort of him.
A child desperate for someone
To love them.
To show them any form of attention.
The only person
Who truly made me feel
Like I was loved
Tucked away, somewhere safe
In my mind i'm still a child
I'm still a foolish ten year old
Taking him for granted
Taking the moments we share together for granted
The black jersey will stay
In my bottom drawer
Tucked away with my childhood.

Your Hat
By: Emily Harfst

In my closet, your hat collects dust.
Condemned to a dark corner of my room,
like you in the corner of my mind.
If I wanted to, I could find it,
but I’m not ready to see you there again.
Because it still smells like you, when I knew you.
And like the first day of Autumn, when you kissed
me under the willow,
everything dies eventually.
Though like a phoenix, it begins again.
But you grew cold as I grew into my flames.
A festering fern among the poppies,
Only helps them grow.
Leaving rot in the space you occupy.
That hat doesn’t fit you anymore,
And it never fit me.
So I leave it behind.
All of it will be washed off of me,
With the waves of a promised Summer.
My memories of that Autumn swept under and along
with the unwanted.
I won’t take it with me when I leave,
The earth can have it back.
When the house sinks into the ground and the sky turns red,
I won’t miss you.

ART INSPIRATION
CASEY BUSH AND EMILY HARFST
ASKED US TO USE FAMOUS ART
PIECES AS INSPIRATION FOR OUR
WRITING. CHECK OUT THE
FOLLOWING PIECES!

Old Bones
By: Gianna Nese

The bellows that lie within the guitar play
The cold fingers grip the strings
The bellows that come out of the guitar scream
Like the souls trapped inside the hole are dying again

Impossible to silence
Darkness never rests
Goblets of sunshine smashed within the wood of the twine
But it sits there, growing weaker, playing slower
Almost falling asleep
The strings are weaved together with bloody angels
The demons inside controlling
Eyes are empty holes
Sitting across from me…Useless
No one believes me
Its fingers move like worms
Hopelessly dry
Its neck hunched
Veins and kinks pop out of the skin
As if it were already dead
Its heart beats out of the clear skin
Thumping in and out
Guitar resting on the shoulder
The wood stained with battle wounds
I tell people it’s there
Overly old bones never stop working
The bellows that lie in the guitar continue to play
It never seemed to be bothered
Then I caught it staring into me

Dearest Family,

In the Starry Night

It is with regret
that I inform you
I’ve locked myself in
a tiny prison of sorts.
You must understand, I
could not stand it anymore.
The casual gust of wind,
splintered trees,
the earth itself, cruel and heartless.
It was too much.
You’d think I had become
used to the darkness….
I cannot describe the
desolation of my own soul.
I seem to survive in the shell of a
disemboweled Giant.

June 1889

You must not worry;
I’ve a window to peer into the city.
I watch the clouds turn
noon to twilight as they
rot in the path of the frenzied
night.
You ask what I’ll do?
Why, paint of course.
It’s a gim process at times,
mixing the colors just right,
seeing beauty in the clogged streets
of a city with such jagged buildings.
You wonder if I am
lonely? Please. You must not worry!

I hear whispering behind me.
Great groans fill the air here.
I am not alone. They are
a melancholy lot.
You see, it won’t be long. I’ll be
out soon…just a few more swirls
to add to the starry night.

-Vincent van Gogh

Fairest Failure
Susan and Henry Wilkens wake each morning
Harvesting crops from their farm it’d all lead to
something blood curdling
Married for years, bounded by love
Only her hand would fit the glove.
Though he is much older than she
The love shared by the two wasn’t meant to be
Fairest woman with the quaint farmer Henry
A rushed forced marriage would curse the two.
Each and every morning Henry tends the hay with his sharp slim pitch-fork
Susan bakes and cleans with her broom and equipment
Stabbing into the hay, slicing through the fruit
Each will be prepared.
Wanting more of her youth and promising future she knew what must be done
Always a grim angered look on his face, locking any positivity for Susan
Chained and sealed away deep into her head
The small quaint farm would soon meet its failure.
Oh but how she loved the farmer Henry, but leaving would give the most reward
But how to do it, what if I get caught? An accident.
Day by day Susan would dream of it
Days fade into months and months into years.
Henry loves his apple pie all in the style of his choice
Made from scratch from the dough, apples, and slop from the pigs
Of course he wouldn’t realize the slop until he ate it, she couldn’t wait
With the warm welcoming smell of freshly baked pie and the ripe smell of slop it was
time.

Fairest Failure

(continued)

Sitting in his old wooden chair like he would every day after work, there she placed
the plate
A large warm happy slice of pie, covered enough to look innocent as day
Grabbing the steel fork and picking a slice of it Susan’s permanent frown twisted
into a grin
Bringing the pie to his mouth he chowed down and started to gag!
His thin pale plain face turns red from disgust
He coughs, he cries, tears rain from his eyes for the taste was too much
Rushing up the farmhouse steps and into his bathroom, his stomach began to purge
Rushing from his mouth was a vile stream of waste.
Making her way up the stairs with his trusty pitch-fork in hand, a soft gentle hum
was sang
Trying to distinguish the sounds of his vomit she gracefully went up the stairs
The fairest farmer’s wife hummed a joyous tune
She wouldn’t have to hear his puking soon.
Behind the man as his head over the toilet bowl
Kept her hum as she stood behind him
Her gentle hands gripped tightly around the rough handle of the grim pitch-fork
The two were something that were a part of his life everyday, and now his last.
Raising the tool up high and bring it down into the man’s thin wrinkled neck
As he vomited now a large scream escaped his eldered mouth
Bring the fork out violently from his neck she now brought it into his back
Repeatedly stabbing him and stabbing until he lied cold.
He would provide the ingredients as she would bake the pies
Keeping up to tradition she would make just one more
Swiftly getting to work she harvested the man’s insides
Giving this newly baked pie a red cherry colored meat pie!
Now all free this day seemed meant to be
Leaving not a trace all that was left was the smile on her face
On the walls of the house paintings and pictures of fixtures
But the most prominent of all is the one of the two, pitch-fork in ol’ Henry’s hand
and Susan thinking of what she had just planned.

BE HEARD

THE FOLLOWING POEMS COME FROM A
VARIETY OF TEACHER AND STUDENT
TAUGHT ASSIGNMENTS!

i wished it was you who i got to save
in a final waltz, your hands in mine
my regret followed you to the grave
pirouettes, spins, guilt like a wave
a knife pressed to your spine
i wished it was you who i got to save
suddenly my heart starts to deprave
reality and fantasy begin to entwine
my regret followed you to your grave
i think of the path you and i paved
made of love and crumbling pine
i wished it was you who i got to save
in my embrace once again, the comfort i gave
eyes on the clock, five minutes past nine
my regret followed you to your grave
a silence, exactly what you crave
your heartbeat becomes a line
i wished it was you who i got to save
my regret followed you to your grave

graves' waltz

by sylvester

By: Luke Liszewski

nobody knows what went on
down via giorgio giulini
nobody knows about all
the blood that has been shed
my calloused fingertips graze the
coarse concrete along the newly paved road
trying to mask the tragedies that went down
down via giorgio giulini
i’ll never gain her back, watching
her fall to eternal rest in my arms
the blood painted along my white shirt
down via giorgio giulini
ducking for cover, shots ringing out…
bang bang bang
screams made me question my conscience
down via giorgio giulini
why does nobody know what went on
the blood of my love washed off the roads
just another piece of forgotten tragedy
down via giorgio giulini
il tiratore mascherato non pagherà
per i suoi peccati, non sarà mai catturato,
nessuna giustizia né un briciolo di pace
down via giorgio giulini

THE DAY WE DO NOT SPEAK ABOUT
We don't speak of it
But I replay it over and over again
It floods my mind
And it won't go away

The cold frost blowing in the air
The Snow covered lake
In a city that was once full of people
Now sits empty to perish

He grabbed her by the arm
And she was gone
Never to be found again
Such an awful creature

I stood outside pacing
There were no words
I was overflowing with anger and fear
My sadness took over me

But nothing can bring her back
She is gone
And I am still here
So I must let go

I will move on in time
But for now I will just think and think
Of how it all happened
On the day we do not speak about

Glacier
Everyday begins and ends with
a staring contest.
In the blue corner, myself.
In the red, a stranger.
A figure whom I do not
recognize,
but I know her from my mirror.
Her hands, her stomach, her
body I share,
Yet I detach myself more and
more from it each and every
day,
Just as ice melts, falling
away from glaciers in the
poles.
I burn holes into her retinas,
She never fails to return the
gesture.
"We are not the same" I say,
But she refuses to answer.

